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CIRCLE A ANGUS RANCH

Marketing bulls is one of the great
balancing acts on the part of any
seedstock producer. Fat, round, deep
bodied bulls look better and high
weaning weights and high yearling
weights are more marketable. However,
all are in direct conflict with the
athletic ability, serviceability and overall
longevity of bulls. I’ve been around
cattle all my life and have exhibited
seven different species of livestock; the
one thing I know is that feed changes
everything. Ample, or excessive,
amounts of feed can dramatically
change the look of animals in ways you
can’t imagine, in ways you would think
would be limited by skeletal design, but
it isn’t. We can literally feed on basewidth, make a wider chest floor, expand
the rib cage, deepen the body, and add
thickness throughout. We can make
them significantly heavier with a higher
intramuscular fat (IMF), larger ribeye
area and larger scrotal circumference,
and not one bit of that changes the
genetics the bull is going to transmit to
his progeny.
In fact, despite making that bull
significantly more marketable and
higher priced, it dramatically decreases
his true value. Fatter bulls are not
only less fertile, they have less libido,
or desire to breed. Many times, the

heaviest bulls are actually just the
highest intake bulls, they are heavy
because they never leave the feed bunk
and love to eat. These high intake bulls,
despite usually being the heaviest and
highest priced bulls, are more likely to
have feet issues throughout their life.
They carry more weight on roughly the
same surface area and with the same
skeletal frame. Imagine adding 25%
more body weight to yourself than you
actually need. Think of the effects on
your joints, your feet and your desire to
do exercise. Worse yet, is the propensity
of these overeaters to experience
laminitis and inflammation of the white
line in their hooves that causes the
greatest problems.

on the part of seedstock operators
to overly fatten bulls and females. A
bull weaning at 600 pounds and out
of a dam weighing 1200 pounds on
fescue pastures can have the same or
more genetic potential for growth than
a bull weaning at 900 pounds on a
1600 pound cow in South Dakota. By
using ratios of contemporaries in each
environment and given feed inputs,
EPDs can remove those differences and
get at what really matters; the genetic
potential of the animal and the real
value they can add to your herd as a
parent.

This is not an advocation for
low-input, low-growth cattle. We feed
out thousands of our own cattle and
thousands of our customers’ cattle
annually; growth, efficient gains, and
the ability to finish upper Choice and
Prime carcasses at a heavy weight is
extremely important to our overall
profitability. It is an advocation for
great genetics combined with a sensible
approach to development and a true
understanding of genetic value. EPDs
are designed to assist in fairly comparing
the animals’ actual genetic potential
and remove the push, need and desire

Running 7,000 cows of our own,
we’ve struggled mightily with knowing
what the best way is to develop bulls for
longevity and producing a marketable
product. We’ve reached the consensus
to just do what we know is right
for ourselves and ultimately for our
customers. Moving forward we will be
incorporating even more roughage into
our bull development, slowing them
down and ultimately producing a better
product. Bulls will be more fertile,
more athletic, better footed and have
increased longevity. We feel like there
are commercial cattlemen out there who
understand the value of these traits and
truly understand that it’s what’s in the
genes that matters!•

W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M
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The Best

VACCINATION PROTOCOL IN THE WORLD

OK, maybe not verifiably the best in
the world, but for sure the best we know
how. Whether you are selling calves
to Circle A Feeders, or just plain care
about the reputation of your calves, an
effective vaccination protocol matters
and if you’ve ever retained ownership
you will quickly learn just how much it
matters. The vast majority of producers
in Missouri are selling relatively small
lots of calves at a time. Meaning if they
come to Circle A Feeders, or through
a sale barn, they will ultimately be
commingled at a feedlot to fill a pen.
Comingling brings about an entire
set of issues of which most cow/calf
producers never have to experience. I
don’t know how many times I hear, “the
calves were never sick at my house.” I’m
certain they were never sick, they never
experienced the stress of transportation,
the transition to a new feeding ration
and were never exposed to foreign
pathogens. All of these stressors are
exactly what an effective vaccination
program is designed to protect against.

Ray Stegeman, DVM.
Baby Calves (45-90 days of age)
• Inforce 3** (2cc intrasnasal switch cannulas every 5 head)
• Vision 7 (2 cc SQ)
• Once PMH (2cc SQ)
• Deworm – (Cydectin pour-on or
Longrange injectable)
• Autogenous Pinkeye (Implant)
**Inforce 3 and Calf Guard should
be given to calves born to 2 year
old heifers at birth (single dose vials
available, repeat Inforce 3 at 45-90 days
processing).
We are also very big proponents of
giving the first round of “weaning” shots
at pre-weaning. Meaning, around three
weeks prior to weaning we get the calves
up and give a round of vaccinations.
The calves are able to more readily
utilize the vaccine if they are turned
back out with their mothers and stress is
minimized.

It all starts at 45-90 days of age.
Many don’t think of giving a round
of vaccinations at this time, but it
is extremely important to get those
antibodies in the calves’ system early
in life. We like to use Inforce 3 in baby
calves. We feel that it is a good way to
introduce IBR into their system without
creating an overly aggressive immune
response leading to ineffective immune
response to the other pathogens in the
protocol. This protocol
was designed for
Circle A by Dr.

Pre-Weaning
• Vision 7 w/ Somnus (2cc SQ)
• Vista Once (2cc SQ) or Pyramid
5 + Presponse SQ
• Deworm (Longrange & Panacur
oral)
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Weaning Calves
• Vision 7 w/ Somnus (2cc SQ)
• Bovishield Gold FP5 (HB for
potential breeding heifers)

If it has been over 75 days from
the last round of shots until delivery,
we recommend one more round of
protection for respiratory and pasturella
three weeks prior to delivery.
Pre-Delivery
• Pyramid 5 + Presponse SQ
(preferred here)
• or Bovishild Gold One Shot
• or Vista Once
It is often believed that if you give one
or two rounds of shots at weaning your
calves automatically will be healthy in
the feedlot. Some protection is always
better than no protection, but it simply
isn’t the case. Even with the above
protocols, we still have treatments and
illness and even death loss. The goal
is to minimize all of those through an
effective and comprehensive herd health
program. •

Wangus Coming Fall 2019

A HIGH-MARBLING HYBRID WITH A KICK OF HETEROSIS
Many have read about or heard about
our incorporation of Wagyu genetics.
We have no plans to become purebred
Wagyu breeders, but for nearly 10 years
we have learned how to incorporate
Wagyu genetics to increase profits. We
expect this fall to be our first release of
some of those genetics to the public. We
have learned that a ¼ Wagyu animal
does a lot of things for us very well. At
¼ Wagyu influence our finished cattle
grade 70% USDA Prime and they do
it with fewer yield grade 4 and 5’s than
our straight Angus cattle. Better yet, we
can push the Wagyu influenced steers
to around 1600 pounds live weight. All
of this equates to over $350 per head in
added value. The added heterosis also
provides slightly better feedlot health.
At ¼ blood Wagyu genetics we’re
not talking about a dramatically
different animal to feed. Their gains
and efficiencies are very comparable to
straight Angus cattle and by the time
they reach 1000 pounds, they would
be difficult to pick out phenotypically.
They come into the feedlot just slightly

lighter and leave heavier, so they have
more days on feed, but with very
similar gains. Their eating quality is
remarkable. Their fat is different, even
at ¼ influence. It melts more clearly,
tastes more buttery and to put it simply,
is as good of beef as you will ever want
to eat.

The female side has maybe been
even more surprising. The ¼ Wagyu
females are working exceptionally
well in a commercial setting. Their
reproductive rates, calving and weaning
percentages are as good, if not better,
than the straight Angus cattle. Their
mothering ability and udder quality are
outstanding. Plus, they are typically very
slick haired cattle in the summer. By all
indications they are going to work.
Not just any Wagyu will do and not
just any program can make them work
like Circle A. We’ve invested significant
money and research in choosing only
the highest marbling Wagyu cattle so
that we can get the marbling we desire
at ¼ blood levels. We’ve also invested

W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M

heavily in using In Vitro Fertilization
(IVF) on only our most powerful and
most productive cows to make the
half-blood bulls we’re using to get ¼
Wagyu progeny. We plan to make ½
Wagyu and ¼ Wagyu bulls available in
the Fall of 2019.
If you retain ownership or are
involved in any program that pays
you for high-quality calves, Circle A’s
Wangus genetics are something you
need to consider. We’re not selling
these because we want another breed
of seedstock, we’re breeding these for
ourselves, have spent nearly a decade
proving they work and offering them
because they will make money for us
and a select few of our customers.
If you retain ownership or are
involved in a program where Wangus
genetics can add value to your
operation, give us a call to discuss the
potential. •
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Sale Results

CIRCLE A ANGUS RANCH

Circle A Angus Ranch was proud to host their 12th Annual
Fall Bull & Heifer sale offering 235 head sold on October
20th. The bleachers were full of potential buyers vying for the
opportunity to own elite genetics backed by great service by
bidding on the 85 bulls, and 150 bred heifers.

85 bulls averaged a respectable $3859 with Lot 72, Circle A
Payweight 7203 going for $7,250 as the high selling bull. Sold
to Gerry Germann, Lot 72 is a calving ease bull with high
growth and carcass traits and an own son of Basin Payweight
1682. Five bulls tied for the second high-selling bull at $5500
with several more at $5000 or more. Flat Iron Ranch was the
high-volume bull buyer taking home 4 head. 11 bulls sold for
$5,000 or more, with 36 head going for under $3,500 or less.
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150 commercial, bred heifers, sold in lots of five,
ultrasounded to calve within ten days of one another and fetal
sexed, averaged $1919 per head. Miller County Stockyards
were the high-volume buyer taking home 25 head, with
Ed Ehrhardt of Jefferson City, MO taking home 20. Barry
Nordwald and Sellmeyer Farms both took home 15 head.
High selling heifer lot sold to Everett Patrick at $2100.
The sale was very solid despite a dry summer and Circle
A feels fortunate to be part of their customers’ success and
attributes their part to good genetics and great service. The
next opportunity to purchase Circle A genetics will be on
March 16th offering 152 bulls and 200 fall-calving, bred
heifers.•

CIRCLE A ANGUS RANCH

HEAVILY- USED AI SIRES OF

2018

S A V RESOURCE 1441

S CHISUM 6175

BASIN RAINMAKER 4404

CE -1, BW 4.1, WW 70, YW 134, M 19
MB 0.01, RE 1.11, $W 63.40, $F 88.89, $B 129.01

CE 3, BW 3.1, WW 65, YW 110, M 19
MB 0.20, RE .69, $W 80.05, $F 66.35, $B 145.14

CE 12, BW -0.3, WW 59, YW 108, M 27
MB 0.60, RE .47, $W 65.50, $F 75.33, $B 147.22

ELLINGSON ROUGHRIDER 4202

K C F BENNETT FORTRESS

WERNER FLAT TOP 4136

CE -1, BW 2.4, WW 65, YW 123, M 20
MB 0.62, RE .33, $W 54.97, $F 97.19, $B 142.19

CE 11, BW 0.2, WW 78, YW 138, M 29
MB 0.60, RE .73, $W 80.89, $F 112.74, $B 150.85

CE 15, BW -1.8, WW 56, YW 115, M 32
MB 0.81, RE .62, $W 61.19, $F 90.00, $B 128.60

SITZ STELLAR 726D

EZAR GOLD RUSH 6001

CE 12, BW -1.0, WW 65, YW 118, M 28
MB 0.49, RE .55, $W 71.98, $F 75.18, $B 125.53

CE 3, BW 1.7, WW 80, YW 139, M 24
MB 0.99, RE .67, $W 75.20, $F 113.39, $B 182.92

You’re Invited!

Circle A does a lot tours for many beef cattle organizations. Whether you are a county cattlemen’s association,
extension tour, state beef group, international tour group or just a group of fellow producers looking for an
educational road trip; we’re happy to accommodate. At the Headquarters in Iberia, we have a large Premium
cowherd production unit, bull development and the site of all of Circle A’s sales. In Stockton, we have a large
Premium cowherd production unit and it is the site of Circle A heifer development. At Huntsville, we also have a
large Premium cowherd production unit and it is the home of Circle A Feeders, a 5,000 feedyard under one roof.
All are great opportunities to share and learn with each other.
You are also invited to take us up on the opportunity to come to you. Circle A sponsors many cattlemen’s
meetings, sharing in the expense of dining together in exchange for the opportunity to share a little about ourselves.
We have a very polished presentation that is educational and thought provoking and commonly hear that it is one of
the best presentations they have ever heard. Call Nick at 573-280-5308 to schedule a tour or to discuss sponsorship
of your meeting.
W W W. C I R C L E A R A N C H . C O M
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Circle A Angus
41 Hwy K
Iberia, MO 65486
1-800-Circle A
www.circlearanch.com

Return Service Requested

Join Us

PLEASE JOIN US FOR OUR SPRING BULL & HEIFER SALE

MARCH 16, 2019

Someone you should know
SELLING OVER 350 HEAD!

John and Lana Crawford founded Crawford Farm in Hamilton,
MO in 1992. They started by purchasing a farm that needed
some work and a small herd of crossbred cows. After cutting a
lot of brush they began a rotational grazing system and quickly
learned that their genetics did not reproduce well on fescue. They
expanded the farm, installed water system and inter-seeded clover.
They also began transitioning to Angus genetics. Their philosophy
was to develop the herd for their fescue environment rather than
convert the pastures to fit the cattle.
They traditionally weaned and backgrounded their calves
following a VAC 45 protocol and marketed the calves through
the local sale barn. They never felt like they quite recouped the
input costs they put into the calves and were not being fairly
compensated.
Following the sale of their 2007 calf crop they began searching
for an alliance that would pay them fairly. In the spring of 2009
they sold all their bulls and purchased Circle A bulls to replace
them. They sold their first feeder calves at Circle A Feeders in
January of 2011 for top of the market and no additional marketing
expenses. Since then, they have only used Circle A bulls and

delivered all of their steers to Circle A Feeders while retaining the
top heifers as replacement.
They select bulls for mainly maternal traits and use the carcass
data to select replacement heifers and cull cows. Their bulls have
performed well in their
fescue environment and
their calves continue to show
improvement at weaning
and on the rail. We love
having the Crawford’s as
customers and friends. Their
latest venture is The Pearl
at Crawford Farm, a very
well-done wedding and
event venue, check it out at
MissouriWeddingBarn.com.
It looks to be as high quality
as the calves they produce for John and Lana Crawford
Circle A.
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